
PRESENTATION
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS COARSENESS ADJUSTMENT

Do not modify this product without authorization;

* Do not place the product near the fire source;

• Do not wash the exterior and interior of the product with

water;

* Do not use this product outdoors or in direct sunlight;

Do not grind crops other than coffee beans;

* Do not allow children to operate, touch or climb this product;

* Do not squeeze, pull, knot or damage the power cord;

* If the power cord is damaged, in order to avoid the risk of

electric shock, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or

after-sales service professionals.

PARAMETERS

1. Lid

Block Walnut
Stepless grinds, easy to adjust.1

2. Bellow

Sifica gel

3. Upper burr carrier

Aluminum alloy

4. Grind indicator

Akjminum alloy 6061

5. Adjustment dial

Stepless adjustment

6. Outlet

Plastic with painted

7. Holder

For portafilter or dosing cup

8. Body

Aluminum alloy with painted

10. Power cord
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9. Base
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Note:
please adjust the coarseness when there

is no coffee beans inthe grinder, or

when the grinder motor is running.

Aluminum alloy with painted

11. On/off switch
Item

Model

Item size

Carton size

N.W

G.W

Rated input

Rated power

Coffee grinder

DF83

10.8KG

12.8KG

100-120V/60Hz

550W

ACCESSORIES

STEP

1

STEP

2
STEP

3

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

put the weighed coffee beans into the upper
burr holder of the grinder and cover the lid;

put the portafilter or dosing cup on the holder,

then press the power switch once, and the grinder
will start working;

when the coffee beans are finished grinding, press
the power switch again, the grinder will stop
running.

CLEANING PROCESS OF

flat 83mm

Capacity of mini hopper 225G

Capacity of bellow SOG

I.Dosing cup and
metal collar
Aluminum alloy 6061

3.Bellow

2.Mini hopper

With lid to compress air to
clean coffee powder inside,
no retention.

1. Install the blowing hopper on the upper burr holder, press the
power switch to start„ and press the blowing hopper to blow
out the residual powder inside the grinder;

2. Turn the adjusting disc anticlockwise to take it out, and then
take out the upper burr holder;

3. Clean the up and down burr with a dry brush;

4. Clean the outlet with a dry brush;

5. Reinstall the upper burr holder and put the adjusting disc
on, press the upper burr holder, and rotate the adjusting disc
clockwise until it can't move, then adjust it counterclockwise
to scale 10.

COFFEE GRINDER DF83 INSTRUCTIONS



WARRANTY AND AFTER SALES SERVICE

The warranty period is one year from the date of receiving

the product. Under the warranty period and conditions, the

company will provide a full range of warranty services in

accordance with the provisions of the product failure and

abnormal problems:

1. Free repair of faulty machines

2. Free replacement of faulty parts (except burr)

3. Items stipulated by laws of other countries

EXCEPTIONS

Product failure or damage in one of the following situations

is not covered by the warranty.

1. Product failure caused by using accessories other
thanour company;

2. Product failure caused by dismantling the machine
without authorization;

3. Product failure caused by failure to operate in
accordance with the instructions;

4. Obtain the product by illegal means or means;

5. Product failure caused by force majeure;

6. Products repaired by unauthorized third party
personnelwithout contacting the company and its
authorized dealers.

COFFEE GRINDER

DF83
INSTRUCTIONS

Please read this manual and keep it
properly before using the product


